Pauling's electronegativity equation and a new corollary accurately predict bond dissociation enthalpies and enhance current understanding of the nature of the chemical bond.
Contrary to other recent reports, Pauling's original electronegativity equation, applied as Pauling specified, describes quite accurately homolytic bond dissociation enthalpies of common covalent bonds, including highly polar ones, with an average deviation of +/-1.5 kcal mol(-1) from literature values for 117 such bonds. Dissociation enthalpies are presented for more than 250 bonds, including 79 for which experimental values are not available. Some previous evaluations of accuracy gave misleadingly poor results by applying the equation to cases for which it was not derived and for which it should not reproduce experimental values. Properly interpreted, the results of the equation provide new and quantitative insights into many facets of chemistry such as radical stabilities, factors influencing reactivity in electrophilic aromatic substitutions, the magnitude of steric effects, conjugative stabilization in unsaturated systems, rotational barriers, molecular and electronic structure, and aspects of autoxidation. A new corollary of the original equation expands its applicability and provides a rationale for previously observed empirical correlations. The equation raises doubts about a new bonding theory. Hydrogen is unique in that its electronegativity is not constant.